Bryan Washington  Memory
Eley Williams  The Liar’s Dictionary
Samantha Young  Much Ado About You

Nonfiction

152.46B   Unwinding Anxiety: New Science Shows How to Break the Cycles of Worry and Fear to Heal Your Mind by Judson Brewer
305.409B   The Barbizon: The Hotel That Set Women Free by Paulina Bren
306.893D   Untamed by Glennon Doyle
381.4564L   The Secret Life of Groceries: The Dark Miracle of the American Supermarket by Benjamin Lorr
576.5l   The Code Breaker: Jennifer Doudna, Gene Editing, and the Future of the Human Race by Walter Isaacson
782.42164P   Dolly Parton, Songteller: My Life in Lyrics by Dolly Parton

Nonfiction: Biographies

B CHANG   Eat a Peach: A Memoir by David Chang
B CHOPRA JONAS   Unfinished: A Memoir by Priyanka Chopra Jonas
B KEYS   More Myself: A Journey by Alicia Keys
B LEE   Two Trees Make a Forest: In Search of My Family’s Past Among Taiwan’s Mountains and Coasts by Jessica J. Lee
B MCCONAUGHEY   Greenlights by Matthew McConaughey
B TYSON   Just As I Am: A Memoir by Cicely Tyson

Fiction: Mysteries & Thrillers

Rumaan Alam  Leave the World Behind
Ashley Audrain  The Push
Marie Benedict  The Mystery of Mrs. Christie
Harlan Coben  Win
Alyssa Cole  When No One is Watching
S. A. Cosby  Blacktop Wasteland
Lucy Foley  The Guest List
Lisa Gardner  Before She Disappeared
Victoria Gosling  Before the Ruins
Rachel Howzell Hall  And Now She’s Gone
Jane Harper  The Survivors
Rachel Hawkins  The Wife Upstairs
Carl Hiaasen  Squeeze Me
Lisa Jewell  Invisible Girl
Darby Kane  Pretty Little Wife
Stephen King  Later
Camilla Läckberg  The Golden Cage
Sarah Langan  Good Neighbors
Shari Lapena  The End of Her
T. M. Logan  The Vacation
Phillip Margolin  A Matter of Life and Death
Walter Mosley  Blood Grove
Alex North  The Shadows
Richard Osman  The Thursday Murder Club
Louise Penny  All the Devils Are Here
Anna Pitoniak  Necessary People
Kate Quinn  The Rose Code
Emma Rous  The Perfect Guests
Simone St. James  The Sun Down Motel
Katherine St. John  The Lion’s Den
Alexis Schaitkin  Saint X
Emily Schultz  Little Threats
Halley Sutton  The Lady Upstairs
Ruth Ware  One by One
David Heska Wanbli Weiden  Winter Counts

Fiction: Speculative
Ilona Andrews  Emerald Blaze
Zen Cho  The Order of the Pure Moon
Ernest Cline  Ready Player Two
Selina R. Gonzalez  Prince of Shadow and Ash
Matt Haig  The Midnight Library
Alix E. Harrow  The Once and Future Witches
Micaiah Johnson  The Space Between Worlds
Jess Kidd  Things in Jars
TJ Klune  The House in the Cerulean Sea
Seanan McGuire  Across the Green Grass Fields
Margarita Montimore  Oona Out of Order
Silvia Moreno-Garcia  Mexican Gothic
Christopher Paolini  To Sleep in a Sea of Stars
Rebecca Roanhorse  Black Sun
Kim Stanley Robinson  The Ministry for the Future
Riley Sager  Home Before Dark
V. E. Schwab  The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
Rebecca Serle  In Five Years
Stuart Turton  The Devil and the Dark Water
Jeff VanderMeer  Hummingbird Salamander
Martha Wells  Network Effect

Fiction: Relationships
Mateo Askaripour  Black Buck
Rachel Beanland  Florence Adler Swims Forever
ReShonda Tate Billingsley  A Little Bit of Karma
William Boyd  Trio
Jamie Brenner  Summer Longing
Carolyn Brown  The Daydream Cabin
Sophie Cousens  This Time Next Year
Alexis Daria  You Had Me at Hola
Fiona Davis  The Lions of Fifth Avenue
KJ Dell’Antonia  The Chicken Sisters
Jude Deveraux  Meant to Be
Elizabeth Everett  A Lady’s Formula for Love
Suzanne Woods Fisher  The Moonlight School
Brooke Lea Foster  Summer Darlings
Michelle Gallen  Big Girl, Small Town
Jenny Hale  The Memory Keeper
Emily Henry  Beach Read
Farah Heron  Accidentally Engaged
Talia Hibbert  Act Your Age, Eve Brown
Angie Hockman  Shipped
Jane Igharo  Ties That Tether
Rachel Joyce  Miss Benson’s Beetle
Nancy Jooyoun Kim  The Last Story of Mina Lee
Lily King  Writers & Lovers
Sophie Kinsella  Love Your Life
Kevin Kwan  Sex and Vanity
Jennifer Nansubuga Makumbi  A Girl Is a Body of Water
Charles Martin  The Water Keeper
Peace A. Medie  His Only Wife
Lily Menon  Make Up Break Up
Deesha Philyaw  The Secret Lives of Church Ladies
Jennifer Probst  Our Italian Summer
Alisha Rai  First Comes Like
Morgan Rogers  Honey Girl
Sophie Sullivan  Ten Rules for Faking It